Antarctica New Zealand’s

Waste Streams

All activities carried out in Antarctica will produce waste, almost all of which is returned to New Zealand for treatment
and disposal. Minimisation is the key means of reducing the logistical and environmental impacts of managing
waste. Once waste is generated, separate the waste you produce and dispose of it in the correct waste stream at
Scott Base to allow appropriate handling, storage and disposal. The four main waste streams are: Recyclables,
Organic, Hazardous (Chemical and Biohazardous) and General waste.
Steel cans

Recycling
Returned to
New Zealand for
recycling

organic
waste

Returned to
New Zealand for
sterilisation and
deep burial

Aluminium Cans

ONLY CLEAN
Use bin in
kitchen

Recyclable Plastic

Use the can
crusher
in the bar

Use various
locations
around base

Glass

Recyclable Paper

Use bin
outside
the bar

Use various locations
around base

Cardboard
Use bin in HFC

FOOD waste
(unable to be compacted)
Use bin in dining room or field food
waste bin in HFC

fruit core/peel, coffee
grounds, teabags

plate scraps

food contaminated waste
(able to be compacted)
Use bin in the dining room or various
locations around base

used paper
serviettes

hazardous
waste
Returned to
New Zealand
for recycling
or appropriate
disposal

1-6

food soiled wrappers that are
not able to be cleaned

For all other hazardous waste,
refer to the information in the
Waste Manual or contact the
Engineering Supervisor.

dry cell batteries
use bins in
powerhouse porch

Aerosol cans
Use bin outside
dining room

bio
hazardous
waste
Returned to
New Zealand for
sterilisation and
deep burial

general
waste

Razors and sharps
use bins located
in toilets

sanitary waste
use disbins
in toilets

Medical waste

please contact the
scott base medic

Science Waste

please contact Technical
Support staff

MUST BE COMPACTABLE. NO SHARP ITEMS OR CONSTRUCTION WASTE.

Returned to New
Zealand and
taken to landfill
For all other waste requirements, please contact the Engineering Supervisor.

